Abstract. Numerical simulations in sheet metal forming processes have been a very challenging topic in industry. There are many computer codes and modeling techniques existing today. However, there are many unknowns affecting the prediction accuracy. Systematic benchmark tests are needed to accelerate the future implementations and to provide as a reference. This report presents an international cooperative benchmark effort for an automotive deck lid inner panel. Predictions from simulations are analyzed and discussed against the corresponding experimental results. The correlations between accuracy of each parameter of interest are discussed in this report.
INTRODUCTION
NUMISHEET2005 is a stage that encourages an international benchmark study that primarily focuses on 3D sheet metal forming processes. The first benchmark in NUMISHEET2005 is a forming process of an automotive deck lid inner panel that involves forming, trimming, and springback. The parameters of interest in this benchmark are the strains, sheet thickness, and springback for a complex inner panel made of both a bake-hardenable steel (BH180) and an aluminum alloy (AL6111-T4). The details of the benchmark can be seen in Part 2 [1] . There are 17 benchmark submissions participating in this category (15 for BH180 and 15 for AL6111-T4). The direct comparison plots between predictions and the corresponding experimental data are given in the previous report [2] .
This report aims at analyzing the correlation of simulation results and experimental results. Preliminary conclusions will be drawn based on our observations of cumulative errors from each submission. However, it is impossible for us to provide a comprehensive explanation of the variations in experiments and the differences among experimental results and simulation results. Therefore, readers are encouraged to draw their own conclusions after reviewing the details of all the relevant reports. In this report, a summary of varieties of numerical models will be provided first, followed by an analysis of parameter-of-interest compared to experimental results using cumulative errors.
Finally, our preliminary observations will be given in the discussion session.
SIMULATION MODELS
There are 7 simulation codes (LSDYNA, PAMSTAMP, AUTOFORM, STAMPACK, SAIT_STAMP, SHEET-3, and ITAS3D) used by the participants in this benchmark study. The objective of this analysis is to determine trends from the comparison between predictions and experimental results, not to endorse a particular code. Interested readers may consult with the previous report [2] for the details. In this analysis, effects from the number of elements used in the simulation are neglected because of the information absence in adaptive meshing techniques and their adaptivity frequency. Brief summaries of how participants created a simulation model are listed in Tables 1-4 . Law  6  3  Voce Law  -2  Raw Data  2  2  Others  1  3  Total  15  15 From Table 1 , it can be seen that most participants preferred line beads to physical beads. Based on Table  2 , Hill's models were extensively used in simulations for steel blanks. In simulations for aluminum blanks, 7 submissions used Hill's various models and 8 submissions used Barlat'89 model. A solid majority of the benchmark participants shown in Table 3 used the isotropic hardening law. It would be interesting to see what effect of different hardening models would be on the predictions of both strain and springback. Unfortunately, these effects are not available for comments here. Based on Table 4 , the power laws were mostly used in simulations while using the raw data from uni-axial tensile test was an important alternative for both aluminum and steel blanks as well as the voce law for aluminum blanks.
BENCHMARK ANALYSIS
In this section we calculated errors from each parameter of interest for each blank material against the corresponding experimental data to analyze the simulation results. The root-mean-sum-squared error (RMSSE) is used to describe the error from each submission and is given as follows
where N is the number of submission variables, y is the simulation result, and Y is the experimental result.
In this study, we do not have the experimental data of the force curve acting on upper die. Therefore, we will not calculate an error for this parameter. From Figs. 9-14, minor strain predictions also showed reasonable agreements with experimental data except for a few cases. For major strains, most models can predict within 0.03 error range (7 out of 14 for BH180 and 10 out of 15 for AL6111-T4). Again, most models can comfortably predict sheet thickness within 0.05 mm error range. It is interesting to note that predictions in AL6111-T4 cases seem to result less springback errors than BH180 cases.
DRAW-IN

DISCUSSIONS
In this discussion section, we use a correlation study to quantitatively analyze the results presented above. These errors from each blank material are grouped to study the correlation as presented in Tables  5-6 . It is noted that the errors from minor strains are not taken into account in this analysis.
A negative correlation generally indicates a reverse trend on the average. For drawbead models (1 = line bead and 2 = physical bead), a negative correlation indicates a reduction of an error due to physical beads. For a correlation between errors, a positive one indicates the same trend (less error of one parameter leads to less error of another kind, and vice versa). In Table 5 , the yield function is not taken into account because all models used Hill's functions and it would be too many columns if we separate all 4 different kinds of Hill's functions out.
From Table 5 , we can see that a physical bead model does not show a benefit to reduce errors in each parameter of interest as shown in column i (all positive). However, it is due to only one submission using a physical bead in this category. Draw-in has some correlations with prediction accuracy in the major strain in section AA (0.21), BB (0.31), CC (0.14), and DD (0.36) and in the thickness strain (0.261) in section AA. However, draw-in shows little positive correlations (0.01) to the accuracy of springback prediction. where i = bead model, ii = draw-in, iii = major strain at AA, iv = thickness strain at AA, v = major strain at BB, vi = thickness strain at BB, vii = major strain at CC, viii = thickness strain at CC, ix = major strain at DD, x = thickness strain at DD, and xi = springback.
In the case of AL6111-T4, as of yield functions, simulations used 2 main models (let 1 = Hill'48 and 2 = Barlat'89). A negative correlation in column ii indicates the reduction in error from Barlat's model. From Table 6 , we can also see that a physical bead model shows some benefit to reduce errors in some parameter of interest as shown in column i (some negative, especially springback). For the yield function in column ii, it shows that Barlat's model shows an improvement on the accuracy of the springback prediction (correlations at -0.66) and sheet thickness predictions. Draw-in has some correlations with prediction accuracy in the major strain in section AA (0.48), BB (0.68), CC (0.22), and DD (0.49). However, draw-in shows no positive correlation (-0.04) to the accuracy of springback prediction.
In this benchmark study, a conventional wisdom about an accuracy correlation between draw-in and strain predictions seems to hold well for both cases as shown in Tables 5-6. Some correlations are not so clear to be concluded due to possible errors from simulations and possible flaws in data processing to meet the benchmark requirement as some submissions seem to interpret what required differently from others as shown in [2] . In addition, errors may come from different modeling skills, different simulation codes, and element selections. We caution the readers to be careful in drawing a conclusion. where i = bead model, ii = yield function, iii = draw-in, iv = major strain at AA, v = thickness strain at AA, vi = major strain at BB, vii = thickness strain at BB, viii = major strain at CC, ix = thickness strain at CC, x = major strain at DD, xi = thickness strain at DD, and xii = springback.
In future benchmark, it is advisable to taking variation of the experimental results into the comparisons in addition to using the main or median to represent the physical reality as actual measurements may have considerable variations [3] .
Finally, we would like to commend all the submissions for their courage in participating in this challenging benchmark exercise and for their endorsement. With the help from each of these submissions, we hope the science and engineering of having a predictive capability is within our short reach.
